
Prefixes

Keywords

pre•cau•tion—prih-KAW-shun noun something done beforehand to
prevent harm

pre•his•tor•ic—pree-hih-STAWR-ihk adjective relating to something
that happened before written history

pre•school—PREE-skool noun the school a child attends before
elementary school

pre•view—PREE-vyoo verb to show or look at in advance

re•ar•range—ree-uh-RAYNJ verb to put things in a new order or position

re•play—ree-PLAY verb to play again

re•view—rih-VYOO verb 1. to look at again 2. to report on the quality of
something 3. to study or check again 

sub•ma•rine—suhb-muh-REEN noun a vehicle that operates underwater

sub•top•ic—SUHB-tahp-ihk noun a topic that is a part of the main topic

sub•way—SUHB-way noun 1. a passage underneath the ground
2. an underground railway
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Prefixes

Read & Replace
PREFIXES are groups of letters that come at the beginning of a word. 
Each prefix has its own meaning. READ the story. FILL IN the blanks 
with keywords.
Prefix Meanings:  pre = before    sub = under    re = again

One day, Tammy visited her little brother in                        . 

She thought his class just played all day, so they could get 

a  of elementary school. But her brother’s friend 

Adam knew all about   creatures like dinosaurs. A 

girl named Casey played with the toy   at the water 

table to see what floated and what sank. When the teacher did a 

of fire safety, Tammy even learned a  

she should take in a fire: Get low and go! Tammy helped the kids

the furniture in the housekeeping center. She 

played Duck, Duck, Goose with her brother’s friends, but she got 

a little tired on the twentieth                          of the game. Tammy 

and her brother took the                          home. “I learned a lot 

from you today, little brother,” she said. “I think you’ve even 

given me an idea  

for a

for my report on games  

children play.”
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Prefixes

Petal Power
READ the words around each flower. Then WRITE a prefix that could be added to each root 
word in the flower to make another word.

4.
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mature

cook
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marine
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fill

enter
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Prefixes

Tic-Tac-Toe
PLAY Tic-tac-toe with prefixes. CIRCLE any root that could be used with the prefix in blue. PUT 
an X through any word that could not be used with the prefix. When you find three X’s or O’s in a 
row, you’re a winner! The line can go across, down, or diagonally. When you’re done, make a list of all 
the words.

soil cook game

way marine view

historic judge topic

view topic caution

cycle way marine

title group fix

make topic historic

call view normal

way check school
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Prefixes

Criss Cross
FILL IN the grid by answering the clues with keywords.  

ACROSS

2. What you do when you look back over your notes to get ready for a test

3. Cavemen lived in these times

5. Wearing a helmet when you skate is a ____

6. A train line that runs underground

DOWN

1. The school where you go before kindergarten

4. What you do when you play a song again
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Prefixes

1. Jason could see an octopus out of the window of the .

2. A wooly mammoth is a creature from times.

3. Henry will the play for the school newspaper.

4. We can our desks for April Fool’s Day.

5. Francesco was afraid to ride the alone.

6. Tito looked for a of the new video game online.

7.  The referee told the football team they had to a down because 

of the penalty.

8. Maria liked to finger-paint when she was in .

9. “Moto-cross” is a in Mark’s report about extreme sports.

10.  Keira uses sunblock as a

when she goes sailing.

Blank Out! 
FILL IN the blanks with keywords.

precaution prehistoric preschool preview rearrange

replay review submarine subtopic subway
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Prefixes

It’s Puzzling!
MATCH each prefix to a root word. Then WRITE the words in the blanks. 
HINT: You can use the same prefix more than once.

 pre- terranean

re- occupied

sub- appear

dawn

plot

fresh

count

exist
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Prefixes

1. Before kindergarten, you went to .

2. To travel under the ground you can use a .

3. People explore under the sea in a .

4. You your room to change the way it looks.

5. Before a big storm hits, you buy supplies as a .

6. The section titled “Fantasy Games” in your gamer guide is a .

7.  Before buying the newest game, be sure to read a of it.

8.  A shows a clip of a movie that’s coming soon.

9. If you want to watch a DVD movie again after it’s over, you it.

10. T. Rex stamped around in times.

Blank Out! 
FILL IN the blanks with keywords.

precaution prehistoric preschool preview rearrange

replay review submarine subtopic subway
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